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Restaurante Hachiko

Contemporâneo 

"Great Sushi & Interesting Conversations"

Hachiko in Downtown Rio is one of the most popular sushi bars in the city.

Serving a wide range of Japanese food with pan-Asian undertones and a

strong western influence, the restaurant is essentially a contemporary,

fusion affair. Uber chic meets the exotic East at this joint, which features

traditional-looking bamboo bar-stools, wooden tables and chairs against a

backdrop of intense crimsons. Buzzing with people and positive energy,

Hachiko is a great place for amazing food and interesting conversations.

 +55 21 2533 6366  www.hachiko.com.br/  mauricio@hachiko.com.br  Travessa do Paco 10, Rio de

Janeiro
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Majorica 

"Superior Steaks"

Nestled at the heart of Flamengo, Majorica has a reputation for excellent

quality meat as well as top-notch service. he filet mignon and picanha cuts

are the most popular orders, while there is a good range of salads and

sides that may even satisfy any vegetarians in your party. Save some room

for dessert - there is a delicious range of cakes and hot and cold tarts to

choose from, served with homemade ice cream.

 +55 21 2265 6945  www.majoricario.com.br/  majoricariodejaneiro@yaho

o.com.br

 Rua Senador Vergueiro 11/15,

Rio de Janeiro
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Le Blé Noir 

"Crepes with Class"

Candlelit tables, an intimate atmosphere, and delicious food combine to

make Le Blé Noir a favorite spot for romantic types to bring their dates.

French chef Alain Caro has taken the idea of a creperie to new heights-

here there are almost 80 varieties, all created with Blé Noir, a type of dark

flour that is naturally gluten-free. The result is deliciously light, and the

choice of fillings will have you pondering the menu for quite some time.

One indulgent choice combines French mushrooms with white wine,

cream and palm hearts, while dessert fillings include seasonal fruits with

toasted almonds.

 +55 21 2267 6969  Rua Xavier da Silveira 19, Rio de Janeiro
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Satyricon 

"Seafood Paradise"

Satyricon has been a delight to seafood lovers since its opening in 1983.

The seafood here is simply superb, especially the lobster, shrimp and

squid, which is grilled and served with memorable sauces. Choose your

fish, lobster and crab from the counter that is caught fresh and get ready

for a delish meal. They do have a small section in their menu for meat

eaters and vegetarians in the form of risottos and pastas. Pair your dishes

with a wine from their wine cellar which boasts more than 500 labels of

vinos. The restaurant is large, pleasant and always full, and is one of the

preferred places of artists, businessmen and politicians

 +55 21 2521 0627  www.satyricon.com.br/  reservas@satyricon.com.br  Rua Barão da Torre 192, Rio

de Janeiro
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BB Lanches 

"Give Me Thy Juice!"

BB Lanches is considered by many to offer the best fresh juices in Rio-

quite the achievement in a city with a juice bar on every street corner.

Popular with the young and trendy due to its very late opening hours and

location in upscale Leblon, BB Lanches offers over 50 varieties of fruit to

its customers. Particularly good here are the vitaminas (fruit juices mixed

with milk) and the acai, a type of Amazonian berry that is served icy cold

with fruit and/or granola. Feeling peckish? There's also a good range of

simple snacks, from cheese and turkey sandwiches on wholemeal bread,

to well-made hamburgers.

 +55 21 2294 1397  Rua Aristides Espínola 64, Loja A, Rio de Janeiro
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Delírio Tropical 

"The Best Salads in Rio"

Delírio Tropical is a restaurant of varied foods, to say the least. It has a

menu with over 200 items to choose from! Unlike the menu, the food is

light and a perfect option for people looking for a healthy meal with great

taste. For the traveler on a strict diet, there is no better option than Delírio

Tropical. The salads are excellent, but hot plates also make up the menu

with house favorites like roast beef, Salmon burgers, and salty pies. The

sweets here are also an attraction for the tastebuds, serving a variety of

crepes, pies, fruits, cakes and ice creams.

 +55 21 3089 1170  www.delirio.com.br  delirio@delirio.com.br  Avenida das Américas 4666,

Barra Shopping, Rio de

Janeiro
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Rio/Brasa 

"Excellent, Reasonably Priced, Steakhouse"

All Brazilian churrascarias (steak houses) work similarly: for a fixed price

you get an all-you-can-eat buffet and salad bar plus a big selection of

meats (beef, chicken, pork) brought to your table (you pay for drinks and

deserts separately). Barra Brasa does the same, but for a little less than

the others, while maintaining great quality. Weeknights the fixed price is

R$49.20, going up to R$56.90 on weekends and holidays (kids 5 and

under free, 6 to 10 pay half). The environment is family-oriented and

includes a play center to keep the little ones busy.

 +55 21 2199 9191  www.riobrasa.com.br/  2541 Avenida Ayrton Senna, Rio de

Janeiro
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